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ADVERTISING AND CONTENT 
MANAGEMENT SYSTEMIS AND METHODS 

COPYRIGHT NOTICE 

0001. A portion of the disclosure of this patent document 
contains material which is subject to copyright protection. 
The copyright owner has no objection to the facsimile repro 
duction by anyone of the patent document or the patent dis 
closure, as it appears in the United States Patent and Trade 
mark Office patent file or records, but otherwise reserves all 
copyright rights whatsoever. 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

0002 The present invention relates generally to the field of 
advertising, and more specifically, to advertising manage 
ment systems and methods in which a new pricing method 
ology is employed whereby advertising and content catego 
rized as override may be overridden by an advertiser desiring 
to pay a premium. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0003 Advertisements, also referred to as commercials, 
are played in between subject portions of a television or radio 
program, and are the primary Source of revenue for television 
and radio networks. Typically ten to ninety seconds in length, 
advertisements are grouped together as pre-selected breaks in 
the broadcast of a program, typically occurring from every 
few to every fifteen minutes of programming. The number of 
advertisements and the timing between the placement of the 
advertisements is dependent on the type of program (e.g., 
sporting event, sitcom, news program, or movie) and the 
format of the program (e.g., live or pre-recorded). Television 
and radio programming, for example, typically include 
approximately sixteen minutes of advertisements during 
every hour of programming. Many advertisers use this time as 
their primary avenue for promoting products, services, and 
events to COinSumerS. 

0004 Advertising rates are generally based on the time 
slot, popularity of a program, and length of the advertisement. 
A higher rate is charged for a program with a large audience, 
due to the theory that more viewers, or listeners, will result in 
more potential customers receiving the advertisement, which 
is likely to result in more revenue generated for an advertiser. 
During the Super BowlTM, for example, a thirty second time 
spot may cost in the millions of dollars. 
0005 Advertisements are not limited to radio and televi 
Sion. In the age of computers, Some form of advertisement is 
displayed on virtually every web-page. Conventional Internet 
advertising may also be in the form of “pop-up' windows, 
which are programmed to “pop-up' in their own separate 
window when a certain web-site is triggered, or opened. 
Many Internet service providers and search-engine compa 
nies are able to offer free services to consumers because of the 
large amounts of advertising dollars that they receive from 
advertisers. Like television and radio, the more popular a 
particular web-site is, the more that it is accessed by consum 
ers, and the more the owner may charge for advertising space. 
0006 Advertising is generally more effective when prod 
ucts and services reach consumers that have an interest in the 
particular product or service. This is referred to as “targeted 
advertising in which an advertiser identifies a group of 
people as being those that are likely to purchase what is being 
advertised, and providing the most favorable situation in 
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which the advertisement will reach that pre-determined group 
of consumers. As an example, it is generally known that a lot 
of men like sports. It is also generally known that a lot of men 
drink beer. Therefore, it makes economic sense for an adver 
tiser to runa beer advertisement during sporting events, when 
it is more likely that men will be watching television. As 
stated above, advertisement time during the Super BowlTM is 
very expensive, and although very expensive, it is common to 
See a large number of beer commercials during the Super 
BowlTM. This is normally because advertisers feel that the 
large premiums paid for time slots during the game will be 
made-up for by the amount of revenue that the commercial 
will generate for the company through beer sales. 
0007. In determining whether a program, or web-page, 
may be appropriate for a particular advertisement, advertisers 
typically consider whether the program attracts large num 
bers of viewers who are of the same age group, gender, 
income bracket, and who have similar interests and hobbies 
with those who are most likely to purchase the product being 
advertised. Selecting an advertisement and advertising slot in 
this manner, increases the likelihood that viewers who watch 
the advertisement will be interested viewers. 

0008 Broadcasting networks and advertisers are able to 
gauge which demographic groups are watching which pro 
grams using conventional market research tools. For 
example, the AC NielsenTM ratings system tracks television 
viewing activities by Sampling a plurality of households, and 
estimating the number of viewers of particular programs 
using the viewing activity data. Advertisers also use market 
research companies which conduct focus groups that study 
the effectiveness of different types of television advertise 
ments. These market research tools assist advertisers in cre 
ating advertisements, and selecting appropriate time slots in 
which to run them. To help ensure that viewers watch a 
particular advertisement, advertisers use techniques that help 
to grab a viewers attention, Such as visual stimulus, catchy 
slogans, and jingles. 
0009. To gauge the effectiveness of their spending, adver 
tisers have long sought information related to potential con 
Sumer viewing patterns. There are several conventional 
devices and techniques that exist for gathering Such informa 
tion. For example, U.S. Pat. No. 4,258,386 issued to Cheung 
discloses “an apparatus for television audience analysis com 
prising means for monitoring a television receiver, means 
responsive to a monitored signal for storing information rep 
resentative of channel identification and of the time at which 
a channel is selected and at which the selection of a channel is 
terminated, and means for reading the stored information 
periodically.” 
(0010. As another example, U.S. Pat. No. 4,556,030 issued 
to Nickerson, et al., discloses “a data storage and transmission 
system for accumulating and transmitting data from a plural 
ity of remote T.V. panelist locations to a central location. Each 
remote unit includes a microprocessor, a control memory, and 
a data store memory. The control memory stores control 
information for the remote unit, which may include dynamic 
allocation information. The data store memory is event driven 
and stores data as to television channel selection and times 
thereof, and can store viewer reaction data and the like. At a 
pre-selected time, each remote unit initiates a telephone call 
to a central location and identifies itself. Upon Successful 
telephone connection between a remote unit and the central 
location, any data Such as viewer habit and/or reaction data 
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and the like contained in the data store memory is transmitted 
over the telephone line to the central location.” 
0011. Other conventional systems and methods provide 
Somewhat more use data than only channel numbers viewed 
and the time of viewing, Such as which products panelists 
purchase. U.S. Pat. No. 4,816,904 issued to McKenna, et al., 
discloses “a data gathering system including a plurality of 
remote units which are controlled from a central location. 
Each of the remote units are attached to a television receiver 
which is generally, but not necessarily, attached to a cable 
system. Each of the remote units may function to determine 
which of several TV modes is in use as well as to store TV 
channel selector data, data from an optical input device, and/ 
or data input by viewers representative of the composition of 
the viewing audience. The data is stored for either later col 
lection by a portable data collector, or for direct transmission 
via telephone to the central location. A video message for a 
TV viewer, such as a survey, may be transmitted from the 
central location and stored at the remote units, for later dis 
play on the TV receiver associated with the remote units. The 
Substitution of alternate programming information may also 
be achieved by the central control point on selected of the 
remote units.” 
0012 Conventionally, panelist monitoring may be used to 
gauge the effectiveness of advertising on a selected group of 
panelists. Nevertheless, while panelist monitoring systems 
like those described above provide somewhat more monitor 
ing data than just TV tuning data, they do so only for limited 
groups. For example, when more data is gathered (like pur 
chase information), it is done only for the panelist groups, 
rather than for subscribers of the entire system. 
0013 Conventional systems typically capture ratings 
information that identifies which television shows are 
viewed, rather than whether the subscriber also viewed the 
commercials displayed during those shows. What is impor 
tant to an advertiser is that potential consumers are interested 
in an advertisement enough to sit through its duration. There 
is a great deal of money invested in advertising, with the 
hopes that it will return even greater profits. 
0014 Conventional advertising management systems 
comprise what is generally referred to as a “locked' adver 
tisement delivery system. In this conventional system, time 
slots are pre-purchased by advertisers. The rates for these 
time slots are based upon the demand for the particular time 
slot, as described above. When time slots are purchased, they 
are grouped together and run as a commercial break during a 
program, also as described above. When a time slot is pur 
chased, it is no longer available to a second advertiser that 
may be interested in purchasing the same time slot, but who 
did not purchase it first. Conventional advertising manage 
ment systems are basically first-come-first-serve. There may 
be bidding for a particular slot, but once a rate is agreed to by 
the advertising slot provider, that time slot is set. 
0015 Conventional advertising methods include several 
drawbacks, such as excluding potential consumers, and 
including viewers that have no desire to purchase the product 
or service. Advertisers must continuously evaluate advertis 
ing mediums and time slots. When selecting time slots, adver 
tisers take into account which times of the day they are most 
likely to find large volumes of viewers, whether or not those 
viewers are of a desired demographic, and which programs 
are most appropriate to place advertisements into. 
0016 What is needed are novel systems and methods that 
result in more effectively spent advertising dollars for adver 
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tisers, which results in increased profit margins for the adver 
tisers and also for network media providers. What is needed 
are novel systems and methods which result in flexibility and 
options for advertisers in selecting advertising time slots. 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

0017. In a preferred embodiment, the present invention 
provides a pricing methodology whereby scheduled advertis 
ing content broadcast to potential consumers may be overrid 
den and replaced by advertising content from an advertiser 
paying a premium. The method includes a first advertiser 
occupying an advertisement time slot with a first advertise 
ment, categorizing the first advertisement as an overrideable 
advertisement or a non-overrideable advertisement, receiving 
a request from a second advertiser to replace the first adver 
tisement with a second advertisement, and if it is determined 
that the first advertisement is categorized as an appropriate 
override advertisement, replacing the first advertisement with 
the second advertisement. The second advertisement is then 
broadcast to consumers in place of the first advertisement. 
Advertisements are broadcast to potential consumers via a 
broadcast transmission, wherein the broadcast transmission 
may include a television broadcast, a radio broadcast, and a 
broadcast sent over the Internet and received on a personal 
computer. 
0018 Various pricing structures may be employed. In one 
embodiment, the method further involves pricing an override 
able advertisement at a lower price than a non-overrideable 
advertisement, and wherein a premium is paid to replace the 
first advertisement with the second advertisement. 
0019. A request to replace the first advertisement with the 
second advertisement may be based upon data obtained using 
marketing tools and programming ratings collection and 
analysis systems to identify most-valuable and least-valuable 
viewers. The ratings collection and analysis systems may 
track program viewing activities by sampling a plurality of 
households and estimating the number of viewers of the pro 
grams using viewing activity data, focus groups that study the 
effectiveness of different types advertisements, and product 
sales reports. 
0020. In an alternative embodiment, the advertisement 
management method further includes receiving requests, and 
processing, storing, managing, and inserting advertisements 
using an interactive server. The interactive server compares 
the second and/or first advertisement with a plurality of pre 
determined criteria, and if the advertisement meets a pre 
selected number of the plurality of criteria, the interactive 
server may replace the first advertisement with the second 
advertisement. 
0021. In a further embodiment, the present invention pro 
vides a system for managing advertisement programming 
including a first advertisement provided by a first advertiser, 
a second advertisement provided by a second advertiser, and 
an interactive server of a network content provider, wherein 
the interactive server is operable for replacing the first adver 
tisement with the second advertisement if a plurality of pre 
determined criteria are met. 
0022. Embodiments of the present invention provide vari 
ous advantages, such as novel advertisement pricing method 
ologies, advertisement time slot purchasing options, and tar 
geted advertising methodologies. Embodiments of the 
present invention provide methods of effective advertising 
management and targeting that ensure that a particular demo 
graphic group receives the most appropriate materials. 
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0023. Additional objects, advantages, and novel features 
of the invention will be set forth in part in the description 
which follows, and in part will become more apparent to those 
skilled in the art upon examination of the following, or may be 
learned by practice of the invention. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0024 FIG. 1 is a exemplary hardware environment of the 
present invention in which a network provider responds to a 
request from an advertiser using data obtained from an inter 
active server; 
0025 FIG. 2 is a functional block diagram illustrating one 
embodiment of the present invention in which an advertiser 
desiring to replace a scheduled advertisement contacts a net 
work provider; and 
0026 FIG.3 is a functional block diagram illustrating one 
embodiment of the present invention in which an advertiser 
desiring to replace a scheduled advertisement contacts a net 
work provider and ultimately an interactive server. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE INVENTION 

0027. As required, detailed embodiments of the present 
invention are disclosed herein, however, it is to be understood 
that the disclosed embodiments are merely exemplary of the 
invention that may be embodied in various and alternative 
forms. Specific structural and functional details disclosed 
herein are not to be interpreted as limiting, but merely as a 
basis for the claims as a representative basis for teaching one 
skilled in the art to variously employ the present invention. 
Conventional hardware and systems are shown in block dia 
gram form and process steps are shown in flowcharts. 
0028 Referring now to the drawings, in which like numer 
als indicate like elements throughout the several figures, FIG. 
1 illustrates an exemplary hardware environment in which 
programming content delivered in a scheduled lineup may be 
overridden by an advertiser desiring to pay a premium. FIG. 
1 illustrates various system elements and Subsystems that 
communicate with each other to transmit collected data infor 
mation and data acknowledgments. The term Scheduled is 
used herein to include the delivery of advertising and content 
whereby a fixed array of content programming is provided, 
and payments are made by advertising and content providers 
based upon that fixed array. 
0029. In one embodiment, a first advertiser 20 has a first 
advertisement already inserted into a scheduled broadcast to 
be transmitted in the future. The first advertisement has been 
categorized as an override advertisement, as discussed above. 
A second advertiser 22 has a second advertisement that is not 
yet inserted into any broadcast transmission, but desires to 
insert the second advertisement into the same broadcast trans 
mission as the first advertiser 20. A third advertiser 24 has a 
third advertisement already inserted into the same broadcast 
transmission as the first advertiser 20. The third advertise 
ment has been categorized as a non-override advertisement, 
as will be discussed below. All three advertisers 20, 22, 24 are 
in communication with a network content provider 26 that 
controls the broadcast and manages the advertisements. 
0030 The network content provider 26, responsible for 
providing a network service in which advertisements are 
broadcast to potential consumers, operates and maintains a 
system equipped to receive signals and other content from the 
advertisers 20, 22, 24. The network content provider 26 may 
be any original or secondary Source of network programming 
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including, for example, television, radio, Internet, or like 
digital environment. Content providers 26 may broadcast 
directly to potential consumers, or alternatively, may broad 
cast to a provider that receives and retransmits a broadcast to 
potential consumers. The advertisers 20, 22, 24 furnish con 
tent originated by them to the network content provider 26 
that incorporates that content into the network content pro 
vider's 26 broadcast. 
0031. The system of FIG.1 comprises an interactive server 
28 operable for advertisement management. As is shown, the 
network content provider 26 and the advertisers 20, 22, 24 are 
connected to the interactive server 28 via the network content 
provider 26. The interactive server is capable of managing 
advertisements, receiving requests, checking a plurality of 
pre-determined criteria, and responding to the requests from 
the advertisers 20, 22, 24. 
0032 Signals containing requests and programming con 
tent furnished by the advertisers 20, 22, 24 are sent via suit 
able communication paths to content provider 26 and ulti 
mately to the interactive server 28 comprising a processor for 
processing information. A provisioning technique available 
to an advertiser 22 with Internet access includes a Web-based 
form of entry of advertisement information. Using Such a 
technique, an advertiser 22 using a browser running on a 
computer with an Internet connection accesses the interactive 
server and inputs requests and receives responses. Requests 
may include specific information relating to a particular 
advertisement or time slot, Such as override and non-override 
categorization, and the override option. Advertisement sched 
ules, characteristics, identifiers, and pricing may be stored in 
a database 30 of the interactive server 28. Each individual 
advertisement may have an associated identifier 32 that is 
used to identify the specific advertisement. The identifier 32 
may include descriptive information Such as the time length 
of the advertisement and file size. When a signal is received 
by the interactive server 28, the interactive server 28 identifies 
the selected advertisement and may insert it into a program 
time slot using if a series of checkpoints are completed and 
approved, as discussed above. 
0033. The network content provider 26 is able to insert the 
advertisement, identified by the interactive server 28 using its 
identifier, into the broadcast transmission 34. The primary 
functionality of the network content provider 26 is provided 
by the interactive server 28, which stores and manages the 
advertisements provided by the advertisers, and which 
responds to requests from the advertisers. 
0034. In one embodiment of the present invention, a pro 
visioning method is provided in which an advertiser may 
access the interactive server 28 and override a prescheduled 
advertisement based on monitoring and marketing tools. The 
monitoring and marketing tools provide data to an advertiser 
which aid in selecting the most desirable time slot for each 
particular advertisement based on the data. Using data gath 
ered regarding viewing habits, such as set top boxes use for 
monitoring viewing habits and collecting information, to dis 
tinguish more-valuable from less-valuable viewers, along 
with override and non-override categories, content and adver 
tisements may be matched with more-valuable and less-valu 
able viewer subsets. 

0035 FIG. 2 illustrates a preferred embodiment of an 
advertising management method in which an advertiser, by 
paying a premium, may replace a scheduled advertisement 
with a different advertisement. The method includes a first 
advertiser having a first advertisement that is scheduled to be 
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broadcast at some time in the future (Block 40). The first 
advertisement may be part of a group of advertisements 
which are shown at pre-determined times during a subject 
program. Typically, one hour of programming usually 
includes about sixteen minutes of advertising. Each adver 
tisement corresponds with a time slot, and time slots are 
grouped together to form a commercial break in the program 
ming schedule. 
0036. The present invention establishes a pricing method 
ology whereby an advertisement categorized as override may 
be overridden, or replaced. When providing an advertisement 
to a network provider for broadcast, an advertiser has the 
option of categorizing the advertisement as eitheran override 
or a non-override advertisement (Block 42), and paying a 
corresponding fee based on the category chosen. In an alter 
native embodiment, a network provider may offer time slots 
that are pre-categorized as either override or non-override, 
and an advertiser may purchase a time slot based upon the 
desired category. Overrideable is hereby defined as capable of 
being replaced. Non-override is hereby defined as not capable 
of being replaced. An overrideable advertisement is an adver 
tisement that may be broadcast, or, may be replaced by a 
different advertisement, either from the same or a different 
advertiser. A non-overrideable advertisement is an advertise 
ment that will be broadcast, and is not capable of being 
replaced. 
0037. In the preferred embodiment, an advertisement, or 
time slot, categorized as override is priced at a lower cost than 
an advertisement, or time slot, categorized as non-override, 
for the reason that an override advertisement may not be 
broadcast if replaced. An advertiser may opt to purchase this 
advertising option due to its lower price. An advertiser may 
also opt to purchase the option based upon information that 
may lead the advertiser to believe that their advertisement will 
most likely not be overridden. The information may include 
Suchitems as the time of day, the day of the week, the program 
that the advertisement will be shown during, time slot 
demand, marketing tools, and previous advertiser replace 
ments. For example, if an advertiser has a limited advertising 
budget, the advertiser may opt to categorize his/her advertise 
ment as an override advertisement based upon time slot 
demand and the past history of replacements made during the 
desired time slot. In another example, if an advertiser has a 
very limited potential consumer audience that also coincides 
with a low-demand time slot, the advertiser may choose the 
lower priced overrideable option to save money. 
0038. In the preferred embodiment, an advertisement, or 
time slot, categorized as non-override is priced at a higher 
cost than an advertisement, or time slot, categorized as over 
ride, for the reason that a non-override advertisement will be 
broadcast and can not be replaced. An advertiser may opt to 
purchase this advertising option due to demand and projected 
audience value. An advertiser may also opt to purchase the 
option based upon information that may lead the advertiser to 
believe that the greater cost will lead to greater revenues. The 
information may include Suchitems as the time of day, the day 
of the week, the program that the advertisement will be shown 
during, time slot demand, marketing tools, and previous 
advertiser replacements. 
0039. In the preferred embodiment, an advertiser wishing 
to override the first advertisement with the second advertise 
ment may be required to pay a premium. The amount of the 
premium may vary based upon the time slot desired and the 
characteristics and content of the Subject matter Surrounding 
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the commercial break. For example, desired override adver 
tising time during a live one-time championship sporting 
event may be priced at a much higher amount than override 
advertising time during a regularly scheduled program due to 
the special nature of the program. 
0040 Network providers, such as television and radio, sell 
advertising space based on the length of time of an advertise 
ment, the day of the week, the time of day, advertiser demand, 
and the type of program the advertisement will be played 
during. Most television viewers watch television during the 
prime-time viewing hours of about 7 pm to about 10 pm, and 
network providers, therefore, charge higher rates during these 
viewing hours due to advertiser demand. Internet network 
providers may sell advertising time based on file size and 
type, and may also set fees based on the time of day, the day 
of the week, and specific programs. 
0041 Content delivered to a network content provider by 
an advertiser includes advertisements relating to products, 
services, and events. The advertisements, in one example 
referred to as commercials, are played in between the Subject 
potions of the network content providers program. Referring 
to television and radio broadcasts, advertisements range from 
about ten to about ninety seconds in length, and are grouped 
together as pre-selected breaks in the broadcast of the pro 
gram, occurring every few minutes of programming. The 
number of advertisements and the timing between the place 
ment of the advertisements is dependent upon the type of 
program (e.g., sporting event, sitcom, news program, or 
movie) and the format of the program (e.g., live or pre 
recorded). Television and radio programming, for example, 
typically include approximately sixteen minutes of advertise 
ments during every hour of programming. 
0042. The method further includes a second advertiser, 
having a second advertisement, desiring the time slot occu 
pied by the already scheduled first advertisement. The second 
advertiser then contacts the appropriate network provider that 
is in charge of the scheduling of the desired time slot, to 
inquire about overriding the first advertisement and replacing 
it with the second advertisement (Block 44). As stated above, 
only an advertisement categorized as override is capable of 
being overridden. The network provider then informs the 
second advertiser of the category of the first advertisement or 
time slot (Block 46). 
0043. The network content provider (26, FIG. 1) checks 
the first advertisements category and may determine that the 
first advertisement is an override advertisement, in which 
case the second advertiser has the option of overriding, or 
replacing the first advertisement with a second different 
advertisement. The network content provider 26 may deter 
mine that the first advertisement is a non-override advertise 
ment, in which case the second advertiser is not able to 
replace the first advertisement and must either choose a new 
first advertisement or time slot (Block 48), or opt not to 
proceed. 
0044. After the network content provider (26, FIG. 1) 
determines that the first advertisement is capable of being 
overridden, the network provider 26 goes through a series of 
checkpoints (Block 50) to determine if the second advertise 
ment may be inserted into the broadcast in the place of the first 
advertisement. A correct response to the series of checkpoints 
will lead to the replacement of the first advertisement with the 
second advertisement (Block 54). An incorrect response to 
the series of checkpoints leads to the advertiser having to 
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choose an alternative second advertisement to be inserted 
(Block 52), or opting not to proceed. 
0045. The series of checkpoints may include the first and 
second advertisements lengths in time, the proper fees, tech 
nical specifications, and a search to determine when the last 
time that an advertisement was broadcast relating to the same 
or similar type product. The time length requirement is to 
ensure that the second advertisement is an appropriate fit and 
will not result in a disruption in the broadcast transmission. 
The proper fees checkpoint is to ensure that a premium has 
been paid, or will be paid, by the advertiser to override the first 
advertisement. Technical specifications may include Such 
items as formatting and an appropriate amount of time nec 
essary to implement the change without a causing a disrup 
tion in the broadcast transmission. Other technical specifica 
tions will be well-known to those of ordinary skill in the art. 
0046. To illustrate the series of checkpoints, for example, 
assume that an advertiser of a sport-utility automobile desires 
to replace a first sport-utility automobile advertisement, of a 
competitor, with a second advertisement. The advertisement 
substitution may involve the network content provider (26, 
FIG. 1) and ultimately the interactive server (28, FIG. 1) 
running through a series of checkpoints to determine if a 
Substitution is possible and appropriate. The series may 
involve verifying that the first advertisement is indeed an 
advertisement categorized as overrideable. Once verified, the 
network provider 26 may then determine whether the second 
advertisement possesses the required characteristics in order 
to replace the first advertisement, such as equal or near in 
length time lengths and whether the secondadvertisement has 
been recorded in a compatible format with the scheduled 
broadcast. A further checkpoint may include a search by the 
network provider 26 or interactive server 28 to determine 
when the last time an advertisement was broadcast relating to 
a sport-utility vehicle, or any vehicle, either by the same or 
different advertiser. The network provider 26 may opt not to 
replace the first advertisement if the second advertiser had a 
similar advertisement run in the recent past, such as a term of 
a few hours. 
0047 Referring to FIG. 3, in an alternative embodiment, 
the pricing methodology discussed above may include the 
interactive server (28, FIG. 1) operable for advertisement 
management. The method includes a first advertiser having a 
first advertisement already inserted into a scheduled broad 
cast that will be transmitted in the future (Block 40, FIG. 2). 
The second advertiser having a second advertisement desires 
the specific time slot occupied by the first advertisement. The 
second advertiser first contacts the network content provider 
(Block 60) and ultimately the interactive server 28 of the 
network content provider (Block 62). 
0048. The interactive server 28 receives a request from the 
second advertiser 22 regarding specifications and override 
options relating to the first advertisement. The interactive 
server 28 accesses and retrieves information from the data 
base (Block 64). As stated above, only an advertisement cat 
egorized as override is capable of being overridden. The 
interactive server 28 transmits the requested information to 
the second advertiser regarding the first advertisement, infor 
mation including categorization. 
0049. The network content provider (26, FIG. 1) checks 
the first advertisements category (Block 46, FIG. 2) and may 
determine that the first advertisement is an override adver 
tisement, in which case the second advertiser has the option of 
overriding, or replacing the first advertisement with a second 
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different advertisement. The network content provider 26 
may determine that the first advertisement is a non-override 
advertisement, in which case the second advertiser is notable 
to replace the first advertisement and must either choose a 
new first advertisement or time slot (Block 66), or opt not to 
proceed. 
0050. After the interactive server 28 determines that the 

first advertisement is capable of being overridden, the inter 
active server 28 runs through a series of checkpoints (Block 
68) to determine if the second advertisement may be inserted 
into the broadcast in the place of the first advertisement. A 
correct response to the series of checkpoints will lead to the 
replacement of the first advertisement with the second adver 
tisement (Block 70). An incorrect response to the series of 
checkpoints leads to the advertiser having to choose an alter 
native second advertisement to be inserted (Block 72), or 
opting not to proceed. 
0051. As stated above, the series of checkpoints may 
include the first and second advertisements lengths in time, 
the proper fees, technical specifications, and a search to deter 
mine when the last time that an advertisement was broadcast 
relating to the same or similar type product. The time length 
requirement is to ensure that the second advertisement is an 
appropriate fit and will not result in a disruption in the broad 
cast transmission. The proper fees checkpoint is to ensure that 
a premium has been paid, or will be paid, by the advertiser to 
override the first advertisement. Technical specifications may 
include Such items as formatting and an appropriate amount 
of time necessary to implement the change without a causing 
a disruption in the broadcast transmission. Other technical 
specifications will be well-known to those of ordinary skill in 
the art. 
0052. In one embodiment, the present invention may 
acquire data used to select a desired advertising time slot 
based on a demographics and programming ratings collection 
and analysis system, as is well known in the art. The ratings 
collection and analysis systems may track program viewing 
activities by sampling a plurality of households and estimat 
ing the number of viewers of the programs using viewing 
activity data, focus groups that study the effectiveness of 
different types advertisements, and product sales reports. 
Using data gathering technology to identify valuable viewers, 
override and non-override advertisements may be matched to 
correspond with most-valuable and least-valuable viewer 
Subsets. In one embodiment, a processor determines valuable 
viewer Subsets by collecting information to create a log about 
all events or selected events of interest viewed by potential 
consumers. Other marketing tools may be used to determine 
valuable viewer Subsets, and the information obtained using 
these marketing tools may aid an advertiser in making deci 
sions regarding when to override a scheduled advertisement. 
0053. The systems and methods of the present invention 
may be employed for use Internet advertising management. 
In one embodiment, an Internet network content provider 
may provide advertisements displayed as “pop-up' web 
pages. A scheduled programmed first “pop-up' advertise 
ment may be replaced by a second advertisement in a similar 
manner as described above. Alternative embodiments may 
include replaceable advertisements displayed on a web-page 
containing additional content unrelated to the product or ser 
Vice being displayed. 
0054 The systems and methods of the present invention 
may be employed for use in radio broadcasts. A scheduled 
first advertisement may be replaced by a second advertise 
ment in a commercial break broadcast during a radio pro 
gram, using the pricing methodology described above. In 
alternative embodiments, the systems and methods of the 
present invention may be employed in any additional field in 
which advertisements are broadcast to viewers. 
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0055. The foregoing is provided to explain and disclose 
preferred embodiments of the present invention, modifica 
tions to which may be made that still fall within the following 
claims. For instance, the architecture and programming of the 
system may be modified. Or, a variety of different manufac 
turers servers or databases may be configured in order to 
implement the system. Further modifications and adaptations 
to the described embodiments will be apparent to those 
skilled in the art and may be made without departing from the 
Scope or spirit of the invention and the following claims. 

1. An advertisement management method, comprising: 
receiving programming content delivered as a scheduled 

lineup having a scheduled advertisement inserted into a 
future advertisement time slot, the scheduled lineup 
broadcasted in the future from a server to a subscriber's 
equipment; 

categorizing the scheduled advertisement as overrideable 
or non-overrideable, the overrideable categorization 
allowing the scheduled advertisement to be replaced 
with a different advertisement, and the non-overrideable 
categorization not allowing replacement of the sched 
uled advertisement in the scheduled lineup, such that the 
scheduled advertisement is broadcasted to the subscrib 
er's equipment; 

receiving a web-based form at the server comprising a 
request from an advertiser to replace the scheduled 
advertisement in the scheduled lineup with the different 
advertisement and a financial premium that the adver 
tiser will pay to replace the scheduled advertisement 
with the different advertisement; 

when the scheduled advertisement is categorized as over 
ridable: 
determining the scheduled advertisement and the differ 

ent advertisement are equal in time length; 
determining that the different advertisement has been 

recorded in a compatible format with the scheduled 
advertisement; 

searching to determine a time of broadcast of a previous 
advertisement relating to a same type of product as the 
different advertisement; 

when the previous advertisement was broadcast within 
two hours, then declining to replace the scheduled 
advertisement with the different advertisement; 

accepting the financial premium from the advertiser; 
replacing the scheduled advertisement in the scheduled 

lineup with the different advertisement when the 
scheduled advertisement and the different advertise 
ment are equal in time length, Such that the different 
advertisement is inserted into the scheduled lineup; 

broadcasting the scheduled lineup from the server to the 
subscriber's equipment with the different advertise 
ment replacing the scheduled advertisement in the 
scheduled lineup; 

when the scheduled advertisement is categorized as non 
overridable: 
declining the financial premium from the advertiser, 
declining to replace the scheduled advertisement in the 

scheduled lineup with the different advertisement; 
and 

broadcasting the scheduled advertisement in the sched 
uled lineup to the Subscriber's equipment. 

2. (canceled) 
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3. The method of claim 1, further comprising pricing the 
overrideable advertisement time slot at a lower cost than the 
non-overrideable advertisement time slot. 

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising providing 
data regarding viewing habits that distinguishes more-valu 
able viewers from less-valuable viewers. 

5. The method of claim 4, further comprising matching 
advertisements with the more-valuable viewers and with the 
less-valuable viewers. 

6. The method of claim 1, further comprising at least one of 
broadcasting the scheduled lineup as a television broadcast, 
broadcasting the scheduled lineup as a radio broadcast, and 
broadcasting the scheduled lineup over a network. 

7. (canceled) 
8. The method of claim 1, further comprising creating a log 

of events viewed by potential consumers. 
9. (canceled) 
10. (canceled) 
11. (canceled) 
12. (canceled) 
13. (canceled) 
14. (canceled) 
15. (canceled) 
16. (canceled) 
17. A system for managing advertisement programming, 

comprising: 
an interactive server communicating with a database, the 

interactive server; 
receiving programming content delivered as a scheduled 

lineup having a scheduled advertisement inserted into a 
future advertisement time slot, the scheduled lineup to 
be broadcasted in the future from the interactive server 
to a subscriber's equipment; 

categorizing the scheduled advertisement as at least one of 
overrideable and non-overrideable, an overrideable cat 
egorization allowing the scheduled advertisement to be 
replaced in the scheduled lineup with a different adver 
tisement, and a non-overrideable categorization not 
allowing replacement of the scheduled advertisement 
and allowing the scheduled advertisement to be broad 
cast as Scheduled; 

receiving a web-based form at the interactive server, the 
web-based form comprising a request from an advertiser 
to replace the scheduled advertisement with the different 
advertisement and a financial premium that the adver 
tiser will pay to replace the scheduled advertisement 
with the different advertisement; 

when the scheduled advertisement is categorized as over 
ridable: 
determining whether the scheduled advertisement and 

the different advertisement are equal in time length; 
determining that the different advertisement has been 

recorded in a compatible format with the scheduled 
lineup advertisement; 

searching to determine a time of broadcast of a previous 
advertisement relating to a same type of product as the 
different advertisement; 

when the previous advertisement was broadcast within 
two hours, then declining to replace the scheduled 
advertisement with the different advertisement; 

accepting the financial premium from the advertiser, 
replacing the scheduled advertisement in the scheduled 

lineup with the different advertisement when the 
scheduled advertisement and the different advertise 
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ment are equal in time length Such that the different 
advertisement is inserted into the scheduled lineup; 

broadcasting the scheduled lineup from the interactive 
server to the subscriber's equipment with the different 
advertisement replacing the scheduled advertise 
ment, 

when the scheduled advertisement is categorized as non 
overridable: 
declining the financial premium from the advertiser, 
declining to replace the scheduled advertisement in the 

scheduled lineup with the different advertisement; 
and 

broadcasting the scheduled advertisement in the sched 
uled lineup to the Subscriber's equipment. 

18. The system of claim 17, wherein the interactive server 
pre-categorizes the scheduled advertisement time slot. 

19. The system of claim 17, further comprising a pricing 
scheme stored in the database that prices the overrideable 
categorization at a lower cost than the non-overrideable cat 
egorization. 

20. The system of claim 17, wherein the interactive server 
provides data regarding viewing habits that distinguishes 
more-valuable viewers from less-valuable viewers. 

21. A method, comprising: 
receiving programming content at an interactive server 

delivered as a scheduled lineup having scheduled adver 
tisement inserted into a future advertisement time slot, 
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the scheduled lineup scheduled to be broadcast in the 
future to a Subscriber's equipment; 

receiving advertisements from the advertisers and storing 
the advertisements in memory of the server; 

categorizing each of the advertisements as at least one of 
overrideable and non-overrideable, an overrideable cat 
egorization allowing an advertisement to be replaced in 
the scheduled lineup with a different advertisement 
upon payment of a financial premium, and a non-over 
rideable categorization not allowing replacement of the 
scheduled advertisement in the scheduled lineup; 

receiving an advertiser's request to replace the scheduled 
advertisement with the different advertisement and the 
financial premium that the advertiser will pay to replace 
the scheduled advertisement with the different adver 
tisement; 

determining the scheduled advertisement is categorized as 
overrideable; 

replacing the scheduled advertisement in the scheduled 
lineup with the different advertisement such that the 
different advertisement is inserted into the scheduled 
lineup; and 

broadcasting the scheduled lineup from the interactive 
server to the subscriber's equipment with the different 
advertisement replacing the scheduled advertisement in 
the scheduled lineup. 

c c c c c 


